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About Lockton 

Lockton is the world’s largest 
privately owned global insurance 
broker and is the ninth largest 
global broker in the world.
As a privately owned company our focus is on our clients and our people rather than external analysts 
and institutional shareholders. This enables us to take long term decisions that will provide benefit and 
improved service delivery to our clients.

Over 11% annual organic 
growth since 2000

In excess of $20+billion 
premium placed

96%

In excess of 96% 
client retention rate

Largest global
independently owned broker

64 owned offices 
and growing

41,000 + Clients

5,300+ Associates

Our corporate headquarters are based in Kansas City, MO, USA, with International Headquarters in London, UK.

Service clients in over 
100 countries
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Healthcare is a highly complex area of risk with a vast diversity of services, dynamic regulatory 
environment, challenging financial circumstances and growing patient expectations.                                     

The UK healthcare landscape has undergone unprecedented change in recent 
years and the Lockton team have kept abreast of these changes - from new 
regulations to the impact of the Francis inquiry. 

Our experts fully appreciate the conflicting demands to deliver quality patient 
outcomes and manage costs. critically, our team’s remit is to advise clients 
how to reduce insurance and claims costs - creating savings that can be 
reinvested in patient care. 

Lockton Healthcare clients operate more than 2,000 clinical facilities 
throughout the UK. 

Typically we work the following types of organisations: 

• Individual Dentists, GPs & Consultants 
• Mental Health Providers 
• Nurses & Healthcare Assistants 
• NHS Foundation Trusts 
• Private Clinics & Hospitals
• Professional Registers & Membership Associations 
• Care/Nursing Homes 
• Charitable Healthcare Providers 
• Community Interest Companies (CIC) 
• Complimentary Medicine Practitioners 
• GPs & Dental Practises 
• Independent healthcare organisations. 

In the US Lockton has more than 600 healthcare clients, many of these are 
state run health systems with networks of hospitals and clinics. 

Insurance & Risk Solutions

Clinical Negligence
Insurance Expertise
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Welcome to Inspiring Safer Care.

The aim of today’s conference is to bring together senior management in healthcare to explore strategies that 
drive quality, including:

• Rewarding patient safety
• Data driven accountability and clinician safety
• Embedding candour
• Linking incidents, complaints and claims to quality
• Learning from the US, including how insurance and underwriters play a role in patient safety around the 

world.

Importantly, today we will hear from Monitor and their view of transferring the financial risks associated with 
clinical services, to insurers rather than accruing liabilities (the full cost of all claims) through the Clinical Negligence 
Scheme for Trusts risk pool run by the NHS Litigation Authority.

With the NHSLA, this year, estimating total outstanding claims of £26.1 billion and the change in contribution 
calculation where members are responsible for their entire cost of claims (applied retrospectively) it is appropriate 
for members to assess alternative indemnity arrangements, for the long term sustainability of their organisation. 
Within this document we have included an introductory Q&A, Clinical Negligence Insurance Made Easy.

We are delighted that Jeff Driver, Chief Risk Officer at Stanford University Medical Network will lead a two hour 
workshop linking data, identifying contributory factors, embracing candour and early disclosure – all driving to 
culture change. 

There are feedback forms on your tables. We’d greatly appreciate your comments on today’s agenda and content. 
Please also let us know if you’d like us to explore your organisation’s insurance options.

Andrew Cornish
Partner
Lockton Healthcare & Risk Solution

Welcome
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Andrew Cornish - Partner

Andrew has over 30 years’ experience in the insurance industry, having joined Lockton 
from Centrica Plc where he was Head of Insurable Risk responsible for designing and 
implementing worldwide risk financing and insurance programmes. 

At Lockton his healthcare clients include Bupa, Care UK and Spire all significant  
service providers operating throughout the UK. 

Andrew’s experience ranges from ‘internal-consultancy’, designing, facilitating and 
presenting Business Risk or Enterprise-wide risk management processes, to risk 
financing, captive management and insurance programme design. 

Previously Andrew was Risk Manager for COLT Telecom Group plc, and Insurance 
and Risk Manager for Sainsbury’s. Andrew started his career in risk management and 
insurance at GRE (now AXA) before moving to broker, Sedgwick.

Andrew is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Insurance and a Bachelor of Science. 

Mark Riley-Pitt - Senior Vice President

Mark has worked in the insurance industry since 1992, starting as a Loss Adjuster 
working through high value Casualty claims and then moving into Insurance Broking 
in 1996, joining Aon as a Director and latterly working for Willis and Marsh. Mark has 
recently joined Lockton in as a Senior Vice President.

Over the past few years Mark has advised various Government bodies such as, Dept 
of Health and Ministry of Justice, by sitting on specially convened panels and industry 
sector groups to advise on Indemnity within the UK Healthcare environment and similar 
Healthcare economies across Europe. Mark also works closely with key Healthcare 
regulators assisting these bodies in understanding indemnity arrangements within all 
aspects of Healthcare, including NHS, private, not for profit and charitable sectors.

Mark’s specialist knowledge centres around Medical facilities including, Acute, District 
General, Mental Health, Midwifery and the NHS, in particular how NHS interacts with 
AWP and AQP within the private sector.

Lorraine Roberts-Rance - Vice President

For the past four years Lorraine has been developing clinical risk management and 
claims management service delivery in the UK, building a bespoke offering for the 
NHS. In this capacity Lorraine has worked with numerous specialist providers focussed 
on improving patient safety and providing powerful MI to inform risk management 
strategies in line with client’s objectives.

Lorraine recently joined the wider Lockton UK Healthcare team whose high profile 
client base includes multi-billion pound hospital networks and hundreds of specialist 
consultants. 
 
Previously Lorraine worked with Aon Health Solutions, in a business development role 
delivering occupational health services, including sickness absence management, 
into central government. 

Lorraine holds a BA in Political Science and Commerce from Curtin University, Perth 
Australia.

Meet the Team 
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Andy Nicholson - Partner

Andrew joined Lockton in 2006 following the acquisition of Alexander Forbes. Prior to 
Alexander Forbes Andrew was managing director of Bradstock Blunt and Thompson 
following the sale of his own Insurance Brokerage to Bradstock. Andrew has over 
30 years’ experience in the Healthcare, Leisure, Charity and Public sectors and is 
recognised as one of the leading experts in the insurance industry.

At Lockton his healthcare clients include Barchester, Care Management, Care UK, 
Cygnet, HC One, Lifeways and Priory. All are significant NHS service providers 
operating throughout the UK. 

Andrew is a Chartered Insurance Practitioner and works closely with clients on the 
structure of their insurance programmes including the coordination and responsibility 
for service delivery on all their insurance requirements including risk management, 
finance and claims.

Mark Eames - Senior Vice President

Mark has more than 30 years’ experience of UK and international commercial insurance 
programmes. He has FCII and Chartered Insurance Practitioner qualifications. 

Mark provides technical oversight on specialist clinical negligence issues across a 
number of Lockton’s UK healthcare clients. He specialises in tailoring clinical wordings 
and providing clients with guidance on complex claims issues.

He is a day to day service advocate for Barchester, Care UK, Cygnet, HC-One, Swanton, 
Priory and others.

Jacob Bedi - Account Manager

Jacob provides account support within the Major Accounts division. Having previously 
worked in Lockton’s Professional Indemnity team, Jacob now provides day to day 
service management to global clients across all lines of business. 

With Lockton’s extensive healthcare portfolio, the majority of Jacob’s time is spent 
servicing global healthcare clients. 

Jacob’s expertise includes developing and managing cross class insurance solutions. 
Jacob holds a BA (Hons) from the University of Leeds and is currently undertaking 
studies towards his professional Chartered Insurance qualification.
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Kevin Culliney - Partner

Kevin has over 25 years’ experience as a broker and insurer. A Partner in Lockton 
Companies LLP, Kevin specialises in healthcare and professional liability.

Kevin is first and foremost a market broker with longstanding senior relationships with 
all leading insurers.

He has expertise in insurance solutions for individual medical practitioners, and leads 
the team working with clinical affinity groups. These range from osteopaths and 
chiropractors to hospital consultants and large corporate dental companies.

While very much client facing Kevin works closely with our insurer partners to 
develop bespoke policies which offer a competitive and valued alternative to the long 
established Medical Defence Organisations.

Asgar Hassanali - Senior Vice President

Asgar has 30 years’ experience in the London Insurance Market with the past 20 years 
spent specialising in the healthcare sector.

He formed his own insurance broking business, Insurance & Risk Solutions in the 
late 90s which was acquired by Howden Insurance Brokers (Hyperion Group) to form 
Howden Medical Insurance Services.

Asgar joined Lockton in January 2009 to build Lockton’s presence within the healthcare 
sector.

He has developed a range of innovative, successful new products and services. These 
include insurance schemes for hospital consultants and dentists. Part of Asgar’s 
responsibility is to ensure service standards, scope of cover and risk management 
requirements remain appropriate and adequate. When required he has introduced 
alternative clinical risk management models. 
 
Asgar holds a Diploma Management Studies, Kingston and a Diploma from the 
Chartered Insurance Institute.

Tom Hester - Account Manager

Tom joined Lockton in 2007 starting in the Affinity team dealing with small business 
insurance brokers and solicitors. In 2009 he formally moved into the Healthcare team.

Over the past four years Tom has gained expert knowledge and has a growing client 
base through the open market and specialist schemes within Lockton. He has played 
an integral role in establishing the Oasis dentist scheme.

His experience ranges from GP surgeries and individual Consultants to large UK 
healthcare corporates within the dental sector and he manages the day to day affairs 
of some of Lockton’s key clients such as an association of over 2,000 Osteopaths. 
He has an active role in developing process and delivery of services for a number of 
healthcare initiatives.

Tom is currently undertaking studies towards his professional Chartered Insurance 
Institute examinations.
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The Lockton Healthcare & Risk Solutions clients range 
from individual clinicians in private practise to multi-billion 
pound healthcare organisations delivering NHS services, 
operating almost 2,000 clinical facilities. The team has a 
vast breadth and depth of experience and expertise to 
assist organisations of all sizes to ensure they purchase 
appropriate clinical negligence insurance. 

What type of insurance do you provide?
We can provide all types of insurance however we specialise 
in clinical negligence insurance. 

Can you insure our clinicians, including doctors and 
consultants?
Yes. We can provide a clinical negligence policy that insures 
all clinicians AND the organisation. We provide insurance 
as an alternative to the NHS Litigation Authority’s (NHSLA) 
Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts (CNST).

Our organisation is complicated. Will underwriters 
understand the varied mix of services we deliver?
Yes. As brokers it is our role to ensure underwriters fully 
understand an organisation’s processes, practises and 
activities. Healthcare providers are increasingly delivering a 
plethora of services, in diverse settings to a wide spectrum 
of services users. This creates a complex risk profile, which 
we see on a daily basis, as specialists in our field.

Additionally, London is the global centre of excellence for 
clinical negligence insurance and therefore underwriters 
are adept at understanding different healthcare services, 
providers, models and systems.

As part of the insurance review process underwriters will 
be particularly interested in understanding your clinical 
risk management and governance policies and how they 
interact.

How does commercial insurance compare with the 
CNST?
Purchasing insurance is a financial transfer of risk – the risk 
of incidents that lead to claims. With insurance the insurer 
is responsible for paying claims above a policy excess, not 
your organisation.

The CNST is a risk pool and not insurance. Members are 
individually financially responsible for the payment, in full, 
of their own claims. Currently the outstanding liabilities 
total £26.1 billion (NHSLA, report and account 2013/2014).

With the CNST, there isn’t a transfer of financial risk to 
insurers, unlike with property, liability or motor insurance. 
For example, if you have a £750,000 claim due to be paid 
through the CNST, this £750,000 is the trust’s financial 
responsibility. 

The NHSLA levy’s a contribution against your trust that 
should be sufficient to pay your claims. Each year members 
accrue the full financial liability of their own claims, and 
remain responsible for these claims costs when leaving the 
CNST. Over time trusts accrue liabilities noted as provisions. 

How can insurance be more cost effective than the 
CNST, as the NHSLA is not for profit?
Each year the NHSLA collects contributions from CNST 
members to pay for anticipated claims costs – compensation 
and legal fees. In 2012/13 the NHSLA paid £1.3bn in claims 
costs. Of the total cost of damages paid, 54.9% accounted 
for legal fees (2012/2013 NSHLA report and accounts, pg 16). 

The NHSLA estimates total outstanding claims are now 
£26.1 billion. In the past three years the total outstanding 
claims value has increased as below:

NHSLA Total Outstanding Claims Value (report & 
account 2012/13, 2013/14)

Figure 4: Ratio of legal costs to damages for 
clinical claims closed
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Defence costs, as a proportion of damages, have fallen 
in year and claimant costs have increased after a dip in 
2010/11 with a steep upward overall trend

The increase in the numbers of claims is driven by factors 
outside our direct control. We are however, focused upon 
areas where we can share learning from claims with our 
members. We have improved the way in which we collate 
data on claims to make it easier to analyse for learning 
purposes and to identify trends. 

It is important to ensure that we also share the learning 
from claims made by NHS staff. The NHS employs more 
than 1.7 million people in the UK, which means it is 
one of the largest employers in the world. The NHS LA 
indemnifies all of the NHS in England, excluding primary 
care delivered by GPs. Therefore, our Liabilities for Third 

Parties Scheme (LTPS) which indemnifies our members 
for claims from employees has considerable coverage (see 
figure 3). Our teams have provided dedicated support 
to members to help them reduce claims arising from 
injuries to employees such as from needlestick injuries. 

We kept defence costs under control by close management 
of our lawyers and by managing claims in-house wherever 
possible, despite the increasing volumes of claims. We 
saw our defence costs reduce as a percentage of damages 
paid (see figure 4). We resolved 14,232 claims in year, 
an increase from the previous year and 42% more than 
in 2008/2009 (see figure 5).

Figure 5: Claims closed
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We have resolved increasing numbers of claims and 
closed 42% more in 2012/13 than we did in 
2008/09

16 www.nhsla.com NHS LA – Supporting the NHS

2013/14 2012/13 2011/12

£26.09billion £22.95billion £18.86billion

Clinical Negligence Insurance 
Made Easy
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How can insurance be more cost effective than the 
CNST, as the NHSLA is not for profit? (cont...)
Managing claims is core business for underwriters. As such 
insurance companies have developed systems to manage 
claims efficiently - limiting legal fees whilst not compromising 
compensation to patients. The NHSLA estimates that each 
year a claim is not settled it attracts a further 9.5% per 
annum in total costs (2013/2014 NSHLA report and accounts, pg 105). 
This is known as claims inflation. The longer a claim takes 
to resolve, the more it costs. 

Insurers are not restricted by when they can pay a claim 
as they are not limited by the amount of money collected 
in a given year. Insurers are required to hold sufficient 
funds to pay claims as part of their capital adequacy rules.  
Insurance companies are very strictly regulated to the 
benefit and protection of their clients.

Insurer’s expertise in claims and risk management helps 
identify the root causes of claims, with the goal of reducing 
their recurrence and therefore further reducing the cost of 
insurance to the client, while improving patient safety – all 
this creates an alignment of interests between the insurer 
and their client.

How are insurance premiums calculated? 
Insurance premiums are calculated on the basis of a 
bespoke assessment of a trust’s claims history, business 
risks and its risk management and mitigation strategies. 

Premiums reflect the service type, delivery basis and the 
risks retained by the organisation. For example, a client 
may opt to have a relatively high excess, and therefore a 
lower annual premium and manage and pay claims below 
their excess. 

Do we have to pay an insurance premium in one 
lump sum? 
No. Premiums can be paid in monthly or quarterly 
instalments.

How are policy excesses calculated?
Insurers may offer a range of excesses and corresponding 
premiums. The appropriate insurance policy excess is 
determined by a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
analysis. Based on an organisation’s risk appetite, its risk 
profile and historic claims experience, a client can use an 
excess to balance the risk against the credit it receives 
from insurers for accepting that excess. Lockton can help 
determine the optimal excess using actuarial analysis. 
How does the Duty of Candour impact insurance and 
claims? 
We and our underwriters are supportive of the Duty of 
Candour. Underwriters endorse the principals of candour 
and know that honesty with patients and an apology can go 
a long way in helping patients, clinicians and management 
overcome an adverse incident, as well as expedite learning 
and the introduction of improved safety measures.

Fundamentally, insurers want their clients to provide the 
safest service possible – the same business driver as 
clinicians and management. This creates an important and 
powerful alignment of interests.

How are claims managed?
Our team will assist the clients in understanding policy 
notification triggers to ensure underwriters are informed of 
potential claims (from incidents, complaints, and letters of 
claim). We work with a select group of claims management 
organisations, who assist clients and underwriters with 
reporting incidents and complaints that may become claims. 

Key to this process is to limit the number of incidents and 
complaints becoming claims and incurring significant legal 
costs. Integral to the remit of these claims management 
organisations is to identify learning opportunities.

How do we leave the CNST?
To leave the CNST your organisation must give the NHSLA 
written notice to leave by the 31 August during that year of 
membership. This will allow the trust to leave on the 1 April 
the following year. The NSHLA can continue to manage your 
existing claims and you will be required to make annual 
payments for the costs of those claims. An organisation 
may choose to take on the management of their claims to 
expedite resolution and minimise costs. If required there 
are mechanisms available to smooth the financial transition.

Timeline to leave the CNST  
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10:00am Inspiring clinician safety excellence

Owning and accounting for clinical risk across 
the board  to influence culture

Jeff Driver
Chief Risk Officer
Stanford University Medical Network

12noon Break – Tea/Coffee

12:20pm How can the NHS reward safer care?

Rewarding patient safety innovations and 
improvements

Mike Farrar CBE
Healthcare Management Consultant

1:00pm Lunch

1:40pm Learning from the US

How underwriters work with clients to 
improve safety 

Nat Cross
Underwriter
Beazley

2:10pm Building a culture of candour within a 
statutory and contractual framework

Stephen King      Tracy Sell-Peters
Jill Mason             Partner
Partners                DWF
Mills & Reeve          

2:40pm Break – Tea/Coffee

3:00pm Leaving the CNST

A regulatory perspective

Toby Lambert
Strategic & Policy Director
Monitor

3:30pm Commissioning

Incidents, complaints & outcomes data for 
quality assessment

Dr Patrick Kerr
Clinical Lead
East Surrey CCG

4:00pm CLOSE

Tea/Coffee

Conference Schedule 
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Company & Speakers Profile 
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Jeff Driver

Chief Risk Officer, Stanford University Medical Network
Chief Executive Officer, Stanford University Medical Network Risk Authority

 

The Stanford University Medical Network is comprised of 
Stanford Hospital & Clinics, the Stanford University School of 
Medicine (the oldest medical school in the Western US) and 
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital - a paediatric and obstetric 
teaching hospital providing general acute and tertiary care.

Stanford Hospital & Clinics (613 beds) is known worldwide 
for advanced treatment of complex disorders in areas such 
as cardiovascular care, cancer, neurosciences, surgery, 
and transplants. It is currently ranked in the top 20 on 
the U.S. News & World Report’s “America’s Best Hospitals” 
list. It is internationally recognized for translating medical 
breakthroughs into patient care. 

Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford is internationally 
known for innovations in education, research and patient 
care. Perennially ranked as one of the nation’s best paediatric 
hospitals by U.S., Lucile Packard is a 312-bed hospital 
devoted to the care of children and expectant mothers. 
Providing paediatric, obstetric, medical and surgical services 
offers patients the full range of health care programs and 
services, from preventive and routine care to the diagnosis 
and treatment of serious illness and injury. 

 

The Risk Authority Stanford (TRA) leverages their experienced 
personnel and advanced risk management processes and 
tools developed at the Stanford University Medical Network 
for healthcare industry clients across the globe. TRA Stanford 
is a world leader in the areas of clinical risk management, 
clinical effectiveness, claims handling, staff safety, safe 
patient handling, and risk finance. 

TRA Stanford is dedicated to transforming client’s risk 
management practices with cutting-edge intelligence, 
solutions, unrivalled industry expertise, and quantifiable 
results. TRA Stanford can provide services to respond to 
specific client challenges or engage at the enterprise level to 
install best in class risk management systems. TRA Stanford 
helps clients make risk information – losses, risk management 
intuition, data - actionable.
 
TRA Stanford has unique experience and expertise to guide 
clients in taking their risk management practice to the next 
level: from risk assessments to actionable risk intelligence 
and everything in between. 

Jeff has more than 25 years of experience as a risk management professional and has managed the 
enterprise risk in community, tertiary, and academic medical centers. A frequent speaker and author on 
risk management issues, Jeff has expertise in incorporating and managing subsidiary insurance companies, 
assuring organisation corporate compliance, claims and litigation management, patient safety and loss 
control, employment practices consulting, and the development, reorganization, and implementation of 
alternate risk financing programs. 

Before joining Stanford, he was chief risk officer and director of regulatory advocacy at the Beth Israel 
Deaconess Medical Center in Boston.

Jeff is a member of the State Bar of California and has been designated as a Distinguished Fellow by the 
American Society for Healthcare Risk Management (ASHRM) and an Associate in Risk Management by the 
Insurance Institute of America. In 2008, he was awarded membership to the Risk Management Honor Roll 
by Business Insurance Magazine. 

He is a past president of ASHRM (2004), served on its board of directors, and was steering committee chair 
of its JCAHO Liaison, Advocacy, and Legislative & Regulatory Affairs task forces. He has also served as 
faculty to ASHRM’s Barton Certificate in Healthcare Risk Management Program and to the Harvard Medical 
School.

Jeff holds a JD from Thomas Jefferson School of Law in San Diego, an MBA from Cleveland State University, 
a BS in Allied Health Clinical Professions from Ohio State University, and is an AHA Patient Safety Fellow.
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Mike Farrar, CBE

Healthcare Management Consultant

Mike Farrar is an independent management consultant having stepped down as the chief executive of the 
NHS Confederation in September 2013. He is a member of the Health Industries Oversight Board at PwC 
and in the past 10 months has worked as a subcontractor to their health industries consulting division. 

He has built a successful independent business practice working with clients such as the NHS Leadership 
Academy, Celesio, RCGP, ABPI, NHS Quest, Vanguard Health Solutions, Pfizer, CIPFA etc as well as starting 
up a number of small companies aimed at promoting health innovations, and links between health and sport
Mike was previously the chief executive of the North West England SHA from May 2006 to April 2011. 

He was, prior to that, chief executive of West Yorkshire and South Yorkshire Strategic Health Authorities, 
chief executive of Tees Valley Health Authority and head of primary care at the Department of Health. 

During his time at the Department, he was responsible for establishing primary care groups, primary care 
trusts and Personal Medical Services (PMS). Mike chaired the Strategic Health Authority Chief Executive’s 
Group from 2002 to 2009. He also chaired the NHS Confederation GP Contract negotiating team that 
successfully negotiated the new General Medical Service contract in 2002. 

He also worked as the national programme director of NHS Live, chaired the Office for Life Sciences 
Innovation Delivery Board and was the key architect of the NW Advancing Quality programme, which 
involved one of the world’s largest and most successful Pay for Performance quality improving schemes in 
health care.

In 2005 Mike was awarded a CBE for services to the NHS and is an honorary fellow of the Royal College of 
General Practitioners, the Royal College of Physicians and of the University of Central Lancashire.
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Beazley plc (Beazley) is a specialist insurer with operations in Europe, the US, Asia and Australia, and is one of the leading 
insurers of healthcare professional liability in the London market. 

Beazley insures approximately 500 hospitals worldwide, including some of the world’s largest and most sophisticated institutions. 
Beazley’s experience in the healthcare sector also extends to a wide range of miscellaneous medical service providers such as 
blood and tissue banks, clinical research organizations, medi-spas and nurse staffing agencies. 

In 2013 Beazley underwrote gross premiums for healthcare liability risks of over $100 million.

Beazley designs cover that rewards diligence in quality and patient safety (QPS), and responds to specific client needs. 
Healthcare providers are increasingly under pressure to cut costs while improving patient safety. 

Beazley partners with its clients to improve QPS outcomes through proven technologies and best practice, thereby reducing 
both clinical and negligence costs.

Nat Cross 

Underwriter, Beazley

Nat began his career with Commercial Union (now part of the Aviva Group) having previously graduated 
from London University Goldsmiths College with an honours degree in Mathematics. After working for TSB 
bank as an analyst, he worked the SVB Lloyd’s managing agency where he transitioned from an actuarial 
position into underwriting a facultative and treaty reinsurance US medical malpractice account. 

In 2003 he joined Beazley to establish a Healthcare portfolio within the Specialty Lines trading team. During 
his tenure he has built the book to over $100m of premium income worldwide which is underwritten by a 
global team of 11 underwriters. In addition to insuring over 500 hospitals worldwide, the team underwrites 
other “miscellaneous” institutional healthcare risks, as well as management liability products for healthcare 
organisations, including Regulatory Liability.

Beazley’s Healthcare vision is to be recognised as the carrier most likely to recognise and reward investment 
and achievement in patient safety and quality. The team’s QuIRP programme was developed in pursuit of 
this goal, and has returned over $4m of premium income to insureds since its inception.

Nat is an Associate of the Chartered Insurance Institute, a member of Beazley’s Strategy and Performance 
Group, and a member of its Specialty Lines management team.
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Tracey Sell-Peters

Partner, DWF

DWF LLP is a business law firm with a distinctive approach, providing a comprehensive range of legal services to insurers, 
corporate bodies, public sector institutions and private individuals. DWF is based in 12 locations across the UK and Ireland and 
has over 2,400 talented employees. DWF’s legal experts combine real commercial understanding and deep sector knowledge 
to help clients anticipate issues, create opportunities and achieve the outcomes they need. 

DWF aligns itself with its clients through cross-practice group sectors which reflect the specific service needs of the clients 
in those sectors. These sector groups include Healthcare, Energy & Industrials, Financial Services, Food, Retail & Leisure, 
Insurance, Local & Central Government, Technology, Media & Telecommunications and Transport.

DWF’s specialties include Insurance, Corporate & Commercial, Litigation, Banking & Finance, Real Estate, Employment & 
Pensions and Private Client & Family Law.

Tracy is a Partner at DWF LLP and the head of the Healthcare Litigation team. 
She has over 18 years’ experience in all aspects of healthcare litigation, having 
conducted cases for, among others, medical defence organisations, insurers, 
private hospital groups, the NHSLA, PCTs, healthcare regulators, care homes, Royal 
Colleges and private medical practitioners.

Tracy’s cases have included large numbers of complex and high value clinical 
negligence claims spanning the medical specialties, regulatory work, serious 
untoward incident inquiries, independent inquiries and complex inquests. She has 
extensive experience of regulatory work, defending doctors and other healthcare 
practitioners whose registration is called into question by the General Medical 
Council (GMC) and other healthcare regulatory bodies (GDC, NMC, GOC, HCPC). 
Tracy has been involved in serious untoward incident inquiries and has represented 
doctors at independent inquiries. She has acted for doctors at employment tribunals 
and for healthcare professionals in injunction and judicial review proceedings. 

Tracy has represented medical professionals as an advocate at numerous complex 
inquests, including deaths in custody. Those inquests have often developed into 
both regulatory and civil proceedings.

Tracy has also advised medical regulators in relation to Judicial Review challenges 
brought against them, including by the Professional Standards Authority. She has 
advised Royal Colleges in relation to similar challenges brought by way of Judicial 
Review in relation to their examination and accreditation procedures.
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Jill Mason

Partner, Mills & Reeve      

Stephen King       

Partner, Mills & Reeve      

Managing a respected and acknowledged national team specialising in medical malpractice, product liability 
and health sector liability work, Stephen is part of the growing general insurance subsector that sits within 
the firm’s insurance disputes 100 strong lawyer group. Stephen was for three years a member of the 
Editorial Board of the Sweet and Maxwell publication “Journal of Personal Injury Law”. He has written and 
spoken widely on his subject area. His clients are insurers of risks arising in the health sector, from clinical 
trials and product manufacturing to hospital groups, care providers and the medical professions and their 
insurers. 

He oversees the work of the firm’s Claims Handling Unit or CHU and its work on the claims solutions the 
firm offers to its insurer and corporate healthcare clients, as well as one of the lawyers who participate in 
the firm’s 24/7 emergency out of hours helpline “Mills & Reeve First Response”. Often advising on coverage 
issues, his work and that of his team includes class actions, public inquiries and Judicial Review as well 
as catastrophic injury cases, and high profile cases that are novel or repercussive in terms of reputational 
protection. 

Jill is the National Lead for Healthcare and Mental Health Law. She leads a team of over 20 healthcare 
lawyers who advise clients 24/7 on all manner of healthcare law queries in both the public and private 
law fields. These often present with complex ethical dimensions and can be high profile, so in the media 
spotlight. 

She has over 18 years of experience advising health clients in both the public and independent sectors. 
Jill’s work has covers all patient related queries and concerns. This includes advice on the Mental Capacity 
Act 2005, Mental Health Act 1983, Human Rights Act 1998, Inquests, Judicial Reviews, consent and 
confidentiality. 

In addition, Jill has over 10 years’ experience of dealing with complex, high value medical negligence cases 
including orthopaedic, neurological and obstetric claims.

Mills & Reeve is a top 50 national law firm, with offices in Birmingham, Cambridge, Leeds, London, Manchester and Norwich. 
Acknowledged for a record eleventh year running, as one of The Sunday Times 100 Best Companies to Work For, it is known 
for its collaborative culture and dedication to the delivery of outstanding Client Service.

Mills & Reeve is a recognised leader in the health and insurance sectors, advising over a hundred NHS and independent sector 
health organisations. As well as the clinical professions and their insurers, clients include private corporate bodies and public 
sector entities, including some of the UK’s largest NHS provider trusts.

The health sector strength is backed by a highly-ranked claims defence and professional negligence team. For clients seeking 
insurance in the commercial sector, the benefit includes access to advisors who speak the same language, understand the 
issues, and can deal with claims quickly and commercially.
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Patrick Kerr has been a GP in Reigate for 20 years. He is the Assistant Clinical Chair of the East Surrey 
Clinical Commissioning Group.

Patrick leads the East Surrey Clinical Governance Group that focuses on patient safety, quality, effectiveness 
and risk management. He also leads on medicines management.

Patrick is particularly keen to use clinical research to change the way in which care is delivered and to 
improve the clinical outcomes for patients. He is also keen to improve the flow of clinical information to 
better understand patient requirements and be assured of improved clinical outcomes. Patrick’s research 
interests include retinal metabolic imaging.

Dr Patrick Kerr

 Assistant Clinical Chair, East Surrey Clinical Commissioning Group

NHS East Surrey Clinical Commissioning Group has a membership of 18 GP practices and commissions healthcare for 170,000 
patients in East Surrey, managing an annual budget of £193 million.

East Surrey has a higher proportion of older people compared with England with more than 28,000 people aged 65 plus or 
16.2% of the population. Life expectancy for both men and women is higher than the national average, although this varies 
in different parts of East Surrey. For example, in the most deprived areas of Reigate and Banstead, life expectancy for men is 
7.4 years lower than in more affluent areas.

The CCG is responsible for the planning and buying of healthcare from hospital, community and mental health services across 
East Surrey commissioning services from a number of providers including:

• East Surrey Hospital – Surrey and Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust
• Ambulance services – South East Coast Ambulance NHS Foundation Trust
• Specialist mental health, drug, alcohol and learning disability services – Surrey and Borders Partnership NHS Foundation 

Trust
• Community healthcare services (including Caterham Dene Hospital) – First Community Health and Care.

The CCG is also the lead commissioner for Surrey for the new non-emergency NHS helpline, 111 provided by South East Coast 
Ambulance NHS Foundation Trust in partnership with Harmoni.
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Toby Lambert has been Director of Strategy and Policy at Monitor since January 2010. Prior to joining 
Monitor, Toby worked within McKinsey & Company’s Health Systems Institute. 

He leads on Monitor’s regulatory policy for NHS foundation trusts and on Monitor’s policy work with other 
NHS actors.

Toby Lambert

Director of Strategy and Policy, Monitor 

As the sector regulator for health services in England, Monitor’s job is to make the sector work better for patients.

Monitor has been given responsibilities covering the provision, pricing and procurement of NHS services. It collaborates with 
the other healthcare bodies with related responsibilities including the Care Quality Commission (CQC), NHS England, the NHS 
Trust Development Authority (TDA) and Healthwatch, as well as the Department of Health and the Competition and Markets 
Authority.

Within England, Monitor makes sure:
• independent NHS foundation trusts are well-led so that they can provide quality care on a sustainable basis 
• essential services are maintained if a provider gets into serious difficulties
• the NHS payment system promotes quality and efficiency
• procurement, choice and competition operate in the best interests of patients.

Across all areas of their work Monitor has a duty to enable better integration of services, both within health and between 
health and social care, where this is in patients’ interests. 

Monitor is committed to preserving the values of the NHS as a universal health service, free at the point of use, as set out in 
the NHS Constitution.
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Two of Lockton’s core philosophies are to “Be proactive in sustaining a 
meaningful corporate social and civic responsibility” (CSR) and to “Practice 
the Golden Rule and sustain a highly ethical, moral, and caring culture”.

To us, CSR is about charity, environment and diversity. Working with and 
supporting our communities is more than just a necessity – it is a privilege. 
For more than 40 years, Lockton associates have given back to their 
local communities, not because they have to, but because they want to. 
Together, we believe this commitment to social responsibility builds stronger 
communities and families, better professional relationships and more 

committed associates. It is simply the right thing to do.

CHARITABLE INVOLVEMENT

2014 - 2015

2009 
£100k

2010 
£93k

2011-12 
£90k

2013-14

£55K 

IN PROGRESS

Our fundraising efforts are 
underway to support Great 
Ormond Street Hospital

UK Associates 
raised money 
to help people 
suffering from 
dementia

UK Associates helped 
provide practical, medical 
and financial support to 
push for better cancer care

UK Associates raised money 
for the wounded heroes of 
the Armed Forces

UK Associates raised money 
to support those affected by 
pancreatic cancer

Lockton in the Community 
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Insurance & Risk Solutions

Lockton is the world’s largest privately owned global insurance broker with over 
5,300 employees in the US, UK & Europe, Latin America, the Middle East and 
Asia. Lockton delivers insurance and risk management services to organisations 
of all sizes as well as individuals.

Lockton Healthcare 

To understand how your organisation can benefit from the Lockton Advantage 
please contact: 

Andrew Cornish 
T: +44 (0)20 7933 2874 
E: andrew.cornish@uk.lockton.com 

Mark Riley-Pitt
T: +44 (0)20 7933 2653
E: mark.riley-pitt@uk.lockton.com 

Lorraine Roberts-Rance
T: +44 (0)20 7933 2655 
E: lorraine.roberts-rance@uk.lockton.com 

Andy Nicholson 
T: +44 (0)207 933 2336 
E: andrew.nicholson@uk.lockton.com 

Kevin Culliney 
T:+44 (0)20 7933 2692 
E: kevin.culliney@uk.lockton.com 

Asgar Hassanali
T: +44 (0)20 7933 2516 
E: asgar.hassanali@uk.lockton.com 

Tom Hester 
T: +44 (0)20 7933 2206 
E: tom.hester@uk.lockton.com
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Lockton Companies LLP. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
A Lloyd’s broker Registered in England & Wales at The St Botolph Building, 138 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7AG.

Company No. OC353198. LLP704g.
www.lockton.com

Our Mission
To be the worldwide value and service leader in insurance brokerage and risk management 

Our Goal
To be the best place to do business and to work


